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SEASON  FIVE

guncotton
choreography + architectural theory + 3-D imaging 

G I R L S 
a provocative and playful vision of contemporary women 

The TRIANGLE 
surrealism, conceptual fashion, and sculpture 

T H I R D   V O I C E 
site-specific installations



Working from the book Atlas of Novel Tectonics by Jesse 
Reiser and Nanako Umemoto, Greg Pond and Banning 
Bould in adapt the arch i tec tura l pr inc ip les o f 
deconstruction and recomposition to develop a new 
“language” for generating cross-disciplinary works of 
dance, video, sound, and sculpture.  

This is an ongoing project where recursive responses 
between each art form continue to inform the subsequent 
steps of the collaboration. Colombian conductor and 
musician Cesar Léal and vocalist Jessica Usherwood 
contribute the sound installations for this work.

Architectural conjecture  
becomes dance  
that becomes  
sculpture,  
sound,  
video, 
images….

guncotton

“With guncotton came the infinite, and infinitely suggestive, potential of cold combustion. Cold combustion suggests 
the slowing down of unfolding geometry that was previously either held in exquisite or frozen suspense or was subject 
to the instantaneous and uncontrolled unfolding that we know as explosion. Anyone who discovers a middle ground, a 
rhythm of unfolding that delivers the unfolding of geometry to the senses in the form of properties, qualities, or affects 
in real time, endows the world with novelty.” 
        

       Sanford Kwinter, The Judo of Cold Combustion

AUGUST 4 & 18 
NASHVILLE

SEPT 17 - OCT 9 
GRAND RAPIDS

Guncotton (nitrocellulose) was accidentally discovered in 1846 when a German chemist inadvertently mixed  
common cotton with a blend of nitric and sulfuric acids. The effect was explosive.



G I R L S
The U.S. Premiere of Roy Assaf’s GIRLS 

a work praised for its thoughtful choreography and the timeliness of its themes  

Assaf, an award winning Israeli choreographer, former soldier, and a father of 3 daughters shares his 
response to female stereotypes in a work that provides a multifaceted and complex vision of  

contemporary women in society.

FEBRUARY 22-24

With the support of  

The Consulate General of Israel to the Southeast Region  
New Dialect will perform GIRLS 

at OZ Arts Nashville 

Assaf has previously been commissioned by

Batsheva Dance Company 
Royal Swedish Ballet 

National Dance Company of Wales 
LA Dance Project



Born on a moshav in Sde Moshe, Israel, Roy Assaf was not formally trained as a dancer. As a kid, he would dance at 
community parties and perform homemade compositions for relatives and friends. He had a natural talent that was 
recognized by local dance teacher Regba Gilboa, who invited him as a teenager to perform in a youth dance club in 
Kiryat Gat. There, he was spotted by Emanuel Gat, an Israeli dancer and choreographer who would soon build his 
own prestigious company in France. Assaf was one of the founding members of Gat’s company and danced with him 
for six years. This mentorship built the foundation of Assaf’s professional career and ignited his passion to create 
choreography.


“Roy has incredible musicality and a truly natural way of being in his body,” said Gat in a phone interview. “He is 
understated, which makes his ideas and explorations of the human condition really easy to see. It was only matter of 
time before he would start building his own work.”


Assaf’s choreographic career took off quickly, and soon after he left Gat’s company in 2010, he began as an artistic 
associate at Noord Nederlands Dance in Groningen. He won several choreography competitions in Europe including 
awards in Copenhagen, Hanover, and Braunschweig.


This past November, two of Assaf’s pieces—Six Years Later  and  The Hill—were  featured  at the Baryshnikov Arts 
Center in New York. Both pieces depicted intimate relationships but of very different types. Six Years Later, a duet 
between Assaf and Madison Hoke, showcased the ebb and flow of a romantic partnership. With a score by Handel, 
Beethoven, and the Scottish band Marmalade, the piece explored physical proximity. Assaf perched Hoke in the air in 
fiery overhead lifts and embraced her tightly. Hoke amplified the tenderness of small moments. The simple gesture of 
her head resting on Assaf’s shoulder was as lush and willowy as an ornate ballet adagio.


If Six Years Later was a romantic drama, The Hill was an action film. Set to the folk songs of Yoram Taharlev about a 
Six Day War battle, this piece examined fraternal camaraderie. Pulling and pushing each other in turns and jumps the 
dancers were consistently interlocking arms and folding over one another’s torsos. The choreographed rough-housing 
revealed the closeness of a unit and the trauma that occurs when a band of brothers is broken.


Assaf made a return to Israel with the creation of Girls and Boys in 2015, initially two separate evening-length works 
that explored gender and community. The Batsheva Dance Company commissioned him to revisit the work and 
create a dual piece entitled Girls & Boys, which will open this Friday, March 9, and run for a month at the Suzanne 
Dellal Centre in Tel Aviv.


“Girls  is about togetherness and contact,” said Ariel Freedman, a longtime dancer with Assaf and original performer 
in Girls. “The psychological element is strong in regards to exploring femininity, but like most of his works, it all stems 
from movement. How and why we move together.”


While he continues to be commissioned to create new works all over the world, Assaf maintains Israel as his home 
base and resides in Ramat Gan with his wife and four children. “It is an equation with many variables,” he explained. 
“Dance is in the Israeli culture and heritage, but Tel Aviv, in particular, is bursting with energy. All of the artists in a 
small space keep up a momentum, and we feed off one another. It is a competitive atmosphere but ultimately a really 
supportive environment.” 


https://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-arts-and-culture/theater-and-dance/256343/israeli-dance-roy-assaf

spotlight on ROY ASSAF



FEBRUARY 22-24 

THE TRIANGLE 
“The piece’s theatricality and technical prowess combine to perfect effect.” 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 - Seattle Times

After artistic director Banning Bouldin was 
diagnosed with a debilitating neurological 
disorder, she began investigating new 
methods that would allow her to continue 
choreographing.  

This research led to the creation of  The 
Triangle,  a surrealistic new work that 
poetically combines conceptual fashion, 
sculpture, and powerful imagery to re-
envision limitations as opportunities to 
uncover new strengths.

“Fraught with emotion and some of the most 
nuanced, intricate and well executed 
choreography….iconic.”


- Chosen Magazine 

“Emotionally resonant, packs a universal 
punch that transcends the personal 
circumstances that spawned it.”


- Marcie Stillman



APRIL 2019
SITE SPECIFIC 

INSTALLATIONS

T H I R D   V O I C E

Young choreographers and composers 

work in tandem to create both a dance 

and its score simultaneously.  

Collaborating in this way allows them to 

uncover a third realm of possibilities —  

a third voice. 

Their work is then performed in raw 

spaces and galleries. 

Free to the public


